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A TRANSITIONAL ISSUE FROM THE ROMAN MINT 
AT LONDON

Hubert J. Cloke

GALERIUS, as Augustus. May 1, 305 – May, 311 AD. Æ Follis (29.1 x 27.4 mm, 
10.27 g; 7 h). Londinium (London) mint. Struck 305 AD. RIC VI 42 (var).
OBV: IMP C MAXIMIANVS P F AVG. Laureate and cuirassed bust right

REV: GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI. Genius standing left, wearing towered crown, 
holding patera and cornucopiae

The recent appearance of a previously unknown Galerius type for London, an unmarked, 
unreduced follis on which the fi gure of Genius is draped across the lower body, and 
wears a mural or towered crown and military boots – rather than a bare footed fi gure, 
wearing a cape across the left shoulder, and the modius crown which is usual for this 
period – prompts a review of the use of this design on the coins of London. The new 
coin appears to be a variant of RIC VI 42 for London, a coin issued during the second 
tetrarchy, most likely dating from late in the unmarked series, an estimate based on 
reasons to be discussed below.1

This is not the fi rst appearance of this variety of Genius on an unreduced follis from 
one of the western mints of Trier, Lugdunum, or London. Sutherland in RIC VI2 docu-
ments several uses at Trier and Lugdunum, but fails to note the earliest use of this type at 
London, an apparently unique follis of Diocletian in the British Museum, from the very 

1 I am grateful to Richard Abdy, Edward Besly, Richard Bourne, Christian Cloke, and 
Richard Doty for their helpful responses to queries made during my research for this article. 
My gratitude to Lee Toone extends to his suggestion that this note be included among the 
submissions in the current issue of this journal. Prof. Peter Pfeiffer of the department of 
German, Georgetown University generously assisted in translating several key passages in 
Kunckel’s book.

2 Sutherland, C.H.V. and Carson, R.A.G., eds, 1967. The Roman Imperial Coinage, Volume VI, 
Spink, London
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early series marked LON.3 This coin was depicted by Bastien4 and noted even earlier 
by Carson and Kent5 who attributed this design to Carausian mint styles: ‘A coin in the 
British Museum of Diocletian of this LON group shows the genius draped, an exception 
to the normal nude Genius of early folles but paralleled by the draped Genius on coins 
of Carausius.’6

A second London use of this variety of Genius occurs on an unmarked follis of Maxi-
mian which appeared as part of Lot 689, TRITON IV, December 2000. The catalog 
description notes: ‘The one unpublished variety deserves a complete description: Maxi-
mianus. Æ Follis (11.39 gm) IMP C MAXIMIANVS P F AVG, laureate and cuirassed 
bust right / GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI, Genius standing left, holding patera in right 
hand, cornucopiae in left, altar left, drapery around waist. The reverse of this coin with 
the altar and draped loins is more reminiscent of Lugdunum, but the obverse is clearly 
of London style, cf. RIC VI 17–22.’7

This version of Genius is not employed again at London, with the exception of the 
coin currently under discussion, until 307 when the folles of London are reduced in size 
and weight for the fi rst time and the use of a mint mark (PLN) resumes. From then until 
the fi gure of Genius is dropped in AD 316 the fi gure is always depicted with draped 
loins and wearing boots.

3 British Museum, Department of Coins & Medals, Registration number B1. Unfortunately this 
is one of the few London mint coins for which there is no image on the BM web site. 

4 Bastien, Pierre, ‘Some Comments on the Coinage of the London Mint, A.D. 297–313,’ NC, 
Vol. XI, 1971. Pl. 30.9.

5 Carson, R.A.G. and Kent, J.P.C., 1956. ‘Constantinian Hoards and Other Studies in Later 
Roman Bronze Coinage,’ NC, Vol. XVI, 87–8. 

6 Hille Kunckel, in tracing the evolution of images of local genii in the second and third cen-
turies, a point to which I will return later, elaborates on the basis for the precise nature of the 
Carausian precedent: ‘Carausius prägt dagegen in seinem Sonderreich den Genius Britanniae 
auf seine Miinzen (M X 5), der auf das Schema der alten Ortsgenien zurückgreift, mit dem 
Mantel um den Unterkörper, mit Füllhorn, Patera und Altar.’ Hille Kunckel, Der Römishe 
Genius, F. H. Kerle Verlag. Heidelberg, 1974, 65–66). The use of this version of Genius on an 
LON coin provides further evidence of the involvement of British engravers in production of 
the early tetrarchic coinage of Britain.

7 Lee Toone commented: ‘Lyons 27–41 occasionally found with loins draped (this issue redated 
from 298 to 297 by Bastien and following issue from 298 to 296) and the next issue with altar 
in fi eld also said to be found with loins draped (299). Appears to be a saltire cross on the altar 
of the Triton specimen as mentioned in RIC Lyons. So, a Lyons coin without the PL/LP or 
a ‘London’ coin with a Lyons altar. Potentially helps with dating.’ The altar could also be a 
Carausian survival; see previous footnote.
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Mentions of early appearances of this style of Genius in RIC VI
In summarizing the practices of the three western mints before 305 Sutherland notes: 
‘The actual form of the Genius type occasionally shows small variations. At all three 
mints Genius normally wears a modius (calathus) on his head, with a chlamys on his 
left shoulder; but he appears briefl y with his loins draped at Lyons c.299 and with a 
towered head-dress at Trier from c.302. It is doubtful if such changes should be regarded 
as anything more than the result of following varied models of an essentially common 
subject.’8 After 305: ‘Trier at fi rst showed Genius towered and with chlamys: later the 
‘loins draped’ variant was preferred. Lyons showed modius and chlamys, ‘loins draped’ 
being rare. Britain showed only modius and chlamys.’9

One is left with the impression that the ‘loins draped’ version of Genius was merely a 
stylistic option, utilized only occasionally and for no specifi c reason. This new London 
coin at fi rst appears to be yet another random, occasional use of this reverse design along 
with those from Trier and Lugdunum summarized by Sutherland in RIC VI as follows:

• 297 A.D.: RIC VI 27–41, p. 244: the description of the reverse for the Lugdu-
num A-B/LP series (which parallels the so-called ‘intermediate’ phase at London) 
reads: ‘Genius stg. l., modius on head, naked but for chlamys over l. shoulder 
(or very occasionally with loins draped), r. holding patera, l. cornucopiae.’ The 
note accompanying that description reads: ‘This variation (cf. Carson-Kent, N.C. 
1956, pl. 15,3) is too rare to enable one to regard it as a substantive one.’

• 299 A.D.: RIC VI 59-67, p. 247: the same description is repeated for the reverse 
on the series marked altar – A-B / PL. The note accompanying that description 
reads: ‘Cf. Leeds, op. cit., 19, and Carson-Kent, N.C., 1956, 103: so rare a variant 
scarcely seems to represent a substantive issue.’

• 298-299 A.D: RIC VI 374–77: a series of folles at Trier. Why Sutherland con-
cludes these coins constitute a separate issue and the other Trier and Lugdunum 
coins are merely occasional pieces is not clear. All of the coins in this issue appear 
to be very rare, rated in RIC as R2.

• And fi nally Sutherland cites two further examples of unreduced folles bearing the 
fi gure of Genius with the draped loins. The fi rst is mentioned in a note to RIC VI 
573 for Trier, a coin of Maximian from the fi rst tetrarchy: ‘Specimen in A.N.S. 
shows Genius wearing himation round loins instead of chlamys on l. shoulder: 
a rare variant.’10 This is the last apparently occasional use of this design at Trier 
before its adoption as the standard in the next series of unreduced folles. The 
second example is mentioned in a note to RIC VI 187a for Lugdunum, an 
unreduced follis of Constantius Augustus, from the last series prior to the fi rst 

8 RIC VI, p. 37. 
9 RIC VI, p. 39.
10 RIC VI, p. 199, note 2.
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reduction at Lugdunum at which time the newer form of Genius becomes the 
standard: ‘Seltz ii, 23 and Mountbouy both show a variety of Genius with loins 
draped instead of with chlamys over shoulder - presumably a rare intermediate 
variety foreshadowing the immediate subsequent change of type.’11 The note 
accompanying RIC VI 188 in that series, a coin of Maximinus Caesar, reads: 
‘Seltz iii, 6109 shows Genius with modius and himation.’12

The formal adoption of this design at the western mints
The changeover from chlamys over the left shoulder to draped loins occurs at Trier in 
the middle of a series of unreduced folles of the second Tetrarchy marked S-F/PTR13. 
The change at Lugdunum occurs in Spring 307 in a series of coins of the fi rst reduction 
at Lugdunum, to 9 g, marked – N/PLC14. The conversion from chlamys to himation 
at both Trier and Lugdunum in the middle of series of coins of the second tetrarchy 
would seem to argue for assigning the new unmarked, unreduced London coin of similar 
design, to the end of the second tetrarchy.

Leeds, two decades before the publication of RIC VI, located the transition between 
versions of Genius at the western mints to this period in his study of the Fyfi eld Hoard.

The Treveri issues make an interesting contribution to the history of the presentation of 
Genius in Roman art. Ernst Rink ended his list of examples with one as it appears on 
coins of Maximianus Hercules, the normal type on Roman imperial coins, a fi gure nude 
except for a chlamys lightly thrown across the left shoulder. Actually towards the end of the 
second tetrarchy a change appears. The chlamys is discarded; in its place a himation is 
draped aslant the loins over the left hip. The hoard allows the time of this change to be 
exactly determined. It was not an absolute innovation, since Genius is frequently so pre-
sented in earlier classical art. During the fi rst tetrarchy the fi gure on the coins is for all 
purposes always nude. Amongst the Lugdunum coins of Constantius Caesar, however, is 
one on which the Genius is draped in the new fashion (Pl. II, 21) [299 AD, RIC 67 citing 
this coin]. On coins of Galerius Augustus the fi gure is either nude or draped. Subsequently 
on all Genio Populi Romani coins of Severus, Maximinus, and Constantine from Trier or 
London the Genius is invariably draped (Pl. IV, 45–48) [two of these coins are illustrated; 
45 is a coin of Severus as Caesar, RIC 651; 46 is a coin of Galerius as Augustus, RIC 655b]. 
The coins of Galerius seem to fi x the time; two bear obverse busts draped and cuirassed, 
both with a portrait of Severan aspect. The remainder, eight in number, of the S-F/PTR 
issue bears a portrait evidently based on that of Constantine. An actual transition can be 
traced from the Severus portrait to the unmistakable Constantine. On the fi rst two coins 
the Genius is nude; on the rest he is draped. The former must date shortly before the death 

11 RIC VI, p. 255, note 1.
12 RIC VI, p. 255, note 2.
13 RIC VI, p. 207.
14 RIC VI, p. 256.
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of Constantius or during the fi rst months of Severus, until Constantine, succeeding to his 
father’s control of western mints, was able to establish the change as a permanency.15

Reasons for the change in the depiction of Genius at the western mints
It is surprising that in all of the discussions of the shift between the two different ver-
sions of Genius there is little discussion of the reasons for the change. Leeds suggest-
ed religious reasons.16 Sutherland leaves us with the impression that the differences 
between the two forms of genius amount to little more than the individual preferenc-
es of mint offi cials. Surely something more must be at work in a mint system which 
appears to have been tightly controlled, as Sutherland notes in his general introduction 
to RIC VI: ‘The large degree of similarity in the coinage as a whole down to 306, and to 
some extent even thereafter, is an indication of the strong control exerted over the whole 
empire by the fi nance department of the senior ruler.’17

Sutherland is quite clear about the reasons for regional stylistic variations on the 
obverses employed at the western mints: ‘The cuirassed bust comes in at Trier c.295 
and at Lyons immediately afterwards, refl ecting the military preparations which 
Constantius, backed by Herculius, was then making. This was succeeded by a great 
range of armored and triumphal portraits which refl ected not only the outcome of 
Constantius’s and Herculius’ warfare in the west but also the successes of Diocle-
tian and Galerius in the east: together with these there are a number of explicitly con-
sular portraits. The London-marked folles of c.297 similarly began with plain laureate 
portraits: their unmarked successors proceeded only to armored forms. At Trier and 
Lyons, however, the tendency after 300 was to reduce the former elaboration.’18

About the reasons for regional variations in the depiction of Genius he notes only 
that, ‘It seems unlikely that the change in the western Genius type from chlamys to 
‘loins draped’, or from modius to towered form, or that the pouring of liquor by the 
eastern Genius, was intended to refl ect deliberate variation of political sentiment.’19

The reason for the simultaneous adoption of this design at the three northwest-
ern mints can only be conjectured. It could be simply an aesthetic choice – the new 
version of Genius with its lower center of gravity fi ts more easily into the fi eld on the 

15 Leeds, E. T., A Hoard of Roman folles from Diocletian’s reform (AD 296) to Constantine Cae-
sar, found at Fyfi eld, Berks., Oxford, 1946, p. 19.

16 ‘There can be little doubt that the infl uence that brought about the change was the growth of 
Christianity in the west, and that the credit should be given to Helena. On contemporary coins 
issued by Maximinus from his eastern mints the deity still remains nude.’ Leeds,19. This argu-
ment is clearly undermined, as Lee Toone noted to me, by the sustained use of the image of a 
nude Sol on Constantine’s coinage from 307 to 318. 

17 RIC VI, p. 88.
18 RIC VI p. 38. Bastien’s identifi cation of a so-called ‘intermediate’ group of unmarked folles 

includes the transition from plain to armored busts. Cf. Bastien, NC 1971.
19 RIC VI p. 108.
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reduced coinage. But this explanation is merely a variation on Sutherland’s suggestion of 
regional preference.

Or perhaps there is an ideological reason, such as an increasing militarization of the 
fi gure of genius. One clue might be the inclusion of military boots on the fi gure, a design 
element seldom if ever noted in descriptions of coins bearing this version of Genius. 
Kunckel’s study of the evolution of the fi gure of genius in Roman art calls attention to 
the increasing use in the second and third centuries of images of Genius which represent 
localities such as the Genius Britanniae mentioned earlier. Other examples of such genii 
which bear on the present discussion include the appearance of an Illyrian Genius on the 
coins of Trajan Decius and later Gallienus, warlike images as Kunckel describes them 
which contribute to what Kunckel summarizes as the complete militarization of public 
life.20

Kunckel notes the employment of the two forms of Genius only on the coins of the 
western mints,21 and links the draped loins variety to a series of contemporaneous and 
earlier statuettes depicting Genius with a mural crown, draped loins, and leather boots 
which distinguish them as military genii.22 The new unmarked, unreduced Galerius 
follis, featuring all of these elements,23 thus appears to represent the military version 
of Genius. When set alongside its unreduced counterparts from Trier and Lugdunum it 

20 ‘Eine ganz neue Geniusvorstellung fi nden wir seit Traianus Decius. Er ist der erste Illyer auf 
dem römischen Kaiserthron, unter seiner Regierung gerät das illyrische Heer in jene Rolle, 
die es mehrere Jahrzehnte lang ausfüllen wird: es ist das eigentliche Machtinsttument der 
Kaiser, aber auch der einzige Schutz, den das Reich noch hat. Traianus Decius prägt auf den 
Rückseiten seiner Aurei – es ist bedeutsam, dass der Genius hier von den niedrigen Nomi-
nalen auch auf die höheren gelangt – einen jugendlichen Genius (M XI 1−10 = Taf.7,4) mit 
Patera und Füllhorn, auf dem Haupt einen Modius, der in der Umschrfft mit Genius Exercitus 
Illyricani (M XI 1.5) oder einfach auch nur mit Gerius Illyrici (M XI 9) bezeichnet wird. Der 
kriegerische Charakter dieses Münzbildes wird noch betont durch Feldzeichen, die neben dem 
Genius erscheinen können und durch den Soldatenmantel, das Paludamentum, das der Genius 
um die Schültern trägt.’ Kunckel, 64–65. 

21 Kunckel, p. 66.
22 Kunckel, p. 70, note 111. Of particular interest here is the statuette of genius found in the ruins 

of the Roman camp at Niederbieber. The fi gure wears a mural crown in the shape of a Roman 
camp, similar to the crown on the reverse of the Galerius coin under discussion. See Kunckel, 
Plate 90.

23 While London consistently depicts this version of genius with draped loins and boots, there 
is a less consistent use of the mural crown to replace the modius. This is refl ected in RIC VI’s 
classifying London coins of the fi rst reduction: some continue to feature a modius crown, a 
few adopt a clearly articulated mural or towered crown, and many feature an ambiguous crown 
of three spikes which tends toward the mural/towered design. Perhaps the crown is the least 
stable of the three design elements in the new London design: himation, boots, mural/towered 
crown and should not be emphasized as a classifi catory element?
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suggests a deliberate shift at the western mints, starting with Trier, toward a militariza-
tion of the reverses of coins which have long featured armored busts on their obverses.

It is my hope that publication of this coin will prompt a reexamination of collections, 
public and private, for other examples of early uses of this version of Genius on the 
unmarked folles of London.
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